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Jules Bourgoin’s “Graphique”: staves and octaves for the industrial arts 

 
In the 1890s, the theoretician of ornamentation Jules Bourgoin set out to devise a new 
discipline, “Graphique”, an alternative to the school-based teaching of drawing as it was 
organised following the major educational reforms of the early French Third Republic (1870-
1940). This “science of figures” for schoolroom and studio laid claim to be for the ornamental 
arts what the staves and octaves of solfège are for music: a codified system of notation able to 
summarise any formal arrangement and of particular use to the industrial artist, particularly 
for textiles. Although his proposal, for which he explained the educational and 
epistemological bases in Les Études architectoniques et graphiques (1899-1901), met little 
response, it did connect with other contemporary endeavours. This paper describes the 
foundation course Bourgoin devised for a child’s first steps and then opens up to its many 
interpretations in the technical arts. It situates his method within the contemporary debate 
about the formation of the inventive genius at a time when the teaching methods derived from 
the ideas of Eugène Guillaume were being widely criticised. 
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work and the history of architectural theory and has since 2013 been the research leader of 
IPRAUS (CNRS, UMR AUSSER 3329). She was guest researcher at the Canadian Centre for 
Architecture in 2007. Her field of research is the relationship between theories of architecture 
and the aesthetic sciences, and the teaching of architecture, drawing and ornamentation in the 
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Larisa IVANOVA-VEEN 
The system of architectural and art education in 1920s Russia. From the classics to the avant-

garde. 
 
Architectural and art educational institutions in Russia of the 1920s are a unique example of 
the comprehensive transformation of an educational system. In addition to restructuring the 
educational institutions themselves there was a reform in arts learning, an academic 
movement towards the avant-garde, and that development played a major role in shaping 
contemporary art. The centre of these changes was the Higher Art and Technical Workshops 
in Moscow, Vkhutemas, which today occupies a major place in the history of the avant-garde 
alongside the Bauhaus. Vkhutemas is now better known thanks to the work of Selim Khan-
Magomedov. This paper, based on ongoing research into avant-garde architectural and art 
education in Russia, examines other avant-garde schools: Vkhutemas in Leningrad and more 
than 20 regional art schools, each of which had its specific characteristics and achievements. 
Research into these, work in archives and museums, is revealing works and the artists (both 
teachers and students) who worked in these schools, and whose activities disseminated 
educational and artistic reform to the whole country. This paper presents the new system as 
part of the changes in artistic processes, examining specific works in various Russian 
museums. 
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education in Russia from the 18th to the 20th centuries. She is the initiator of the study of the 
Russian avant-garde schools as an independent phenomenon in international 20th-century 
culture. She has headed a number of research projects on the history of the central and 
regional art schools. She has curated exhibition projects on the history of the Russian avant-
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